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History of the Southern Africa
Support Committee
The Southern Africa Support Committe (SASC) is a multi-racial group
engaged in activities relating directly to and supportive of Lhe independence struggles of the peoples of Southern Africc.
In existence since 1975 SASC recognizes that the white minority governments of Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), Namibia (Southwest Africa) and Azania
(South Africa) have forcibly imposed the inhuman system of apartheid on
the black people of these countries. Further, we recognize that to black
people in these countries, apartheid means rigid segregation, poverty,
arbitrary imprisonment and one of the highest infant mortality rates in
the world.
Because of the barbaric conditions under which Africans must live
and die, SASC opposes all United States military, economic, cultural and
political ties to the racist governments in Southern Africa. Beyond
this, we acknowledge the various liberation movements in Azania, Namibia
and Zimbabwe as the real representatives of the vast majority of the .
people. We explicity view the white upholders of the apartheid system
as illegitimate and immoral. In short, SASC stands with the African
people who are struggling for majority rule, the abolition of apartheid
and a system of full. economic, political and social equality in the cou
countries of Southern Africa.
At present, SASC has branches in Los Angeles, Pasadena, on the
UCLA campus, Santa Monica and at Santa Monica City college. We are
engaged in organizing in several areas. We are continuing to collect
clothes to be sent to Zimbabwe refugees and freedom fighters who are
opposed to the racist Ian Smith regime. SASC is also involved in
numerous film showings, slide shows and educational programs.

ZIMBABWE
UPDATE

Bishop Abel Muzorewa won a resounding
victory in elections held in Rhodesia on
Apri I 17-21. His party, the United African
National Counci I, won 67.27% of the vote.
Through a compl icated ~ormula his party wi I I
be given 51 seats in the new Pari iament and
Muzorewa wi I I become Prime Minister, replacing Ian Smith who wi I I take a lesser cabinet
post. The party headed by Ndabaningi Sithole
wi I I have 12 seats, and a party headed by
tribal leader Chief Kayisa Ndiweni won 9
seats. The other 28 seats are set aside
for whites who voted the previous week for
their representatives.
The new government is hoping that Western countries, particularly the U.S., wi I I
be sufficiently impressed by these elections
to I ift the trade embargo against Rhodesia.
They want the western world to bel ieve that
these were free and fair elections and that
they signal the establ ishment of majority
rule in a country long dominated by whites
who make up only 4% of the population.
Shouldn't this be an occasion for rejoicing for those of us who are concerned
with the welfare of the peoples of Africa?
Most definitely not. The elections are
nothing more than a new coat of paint on a
rotting, condemned structure. Let's consider for a minute the context in which these
so-cal led free and fair elections were held.
Almost 90% of the country is under martial law. The Patriotic Front (which is
made up of two organizations--ZAPU headed

by Joshua Nkomo and ZANU headed by Robert
Mugabe) has succeeded in wi~ning so much
support from the people that the government
has had to resort to Vietnam-like tactics
I ike the use of protected vi I lages, compounds
surrounded by barbed wire and guarded by
Rhodesian troops. Africans by the hundreds
of thousands, according to Africa News, have
been placed in these compounds. The population of entire districts known to be
friendly to the Patriotic Front have been
forceably moved to them. The idea is to
I imit the abi lity of the Patriotic Front to
pol iticize vi I lagers and reduce their abi 1;ty to get material support.
The elections were originally to be
held in January, but the government put them
off because there was so I ittle support for
them, and to get better prepared. This time
around they were definitely better prepared.
First there was a series of bombing raids on
Patriotic Front camps in neighboring Zambia.
This was fol lowed on Apri I 14th by an attempt
to kidnap or ki I I Joshua Nkomo at his home in
Lusaka, Zambia. He escaped unharmed. AI I
told, the Rhodesian government, with the help
of South Africa, put 100,000 troops into the
field to supervise the election.
The two leaders with genuine broadbased
support are Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe.
They have refused to participate in the elections because, whi Ie a few black pol iticians
would replace white politicians, the power
structure in the country wou Id rema i nessent i a I IY intact.
Here is the reaiity behind the new coat
of paint. Whites, who are 4% of the population, get 28% of the seats in pari iament.
Any major legislation takes an 80% vote to
pass. This gives whites an effective veto
over anything that might threaten their power.
In addition, whites maintain control of the
civi I service, the courts, and the army. Is
there any question as to why the real leaders,
Mugabe and Nkomo, boycotted the elections?
To add insult to injury, whites could vote
for both white and black candidates, but
blacks could only vote for blacks.
What ita I I bo i Is down to .i s that th is
"internal settlement",as it is called, substitutes a few black faces for white faces,
but leaves the real power in the same white
hands. It leaves wealthy white Rhodesians
(and now perhaps a few blacks) and the multinational corporations free to continue to
make money off of cheap black labor.
There are many things we can do to aid
the real struggle for national I iberation in
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia). One particularly impor-
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tant aspect of the work, now that the elections have been held, is to pressure our
government to maintaIn the trade embargo.
There are powerful forces in this country,
with Senators Helms and Hayakawa as their
spokespeople, who are trying to convince
the Carter administration and the American
people that this election proves that
Rhodesia is now a democracy and should receive our support. As this article has tried
to show, nothing could be further from the
truth.

Namibia Update

Members of the African National Council (ANC) has predicted that 1979 would be
the period of the most aggressive attacts
against neighboring states in Southern
Africa, which so far appears to be true.
South Africa's Pieter Botha and Rhodesias
Ian Smith have led their racist armies on
raiding parties into Angola, Mozambique and
Zambia where the Southern West People's
Organization (SWAPO) base camps are located.
On March 19th Angola demanded the
United Nations to impose economic sanctions
against South Africa for its oppressive policy ·in Namibia. South Africa and its five
western allies are attempting to stall the
demand.
On April 4th foreign minister R.F.
Botha of South Africa sent a letter to UN
secretary-General saying there had been a
"number of atrocies committed by SWAPO
against ,the civilian population of South
West Africa."
South Africa for quite some time has
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avoided the issue of illegal occupation and
is doing everything to undermine the free
elections in Namibia. SWAPO and PLAN
(Peoples Liberation Army of Namibia) still
holds the same position regarding the elections as not being their solution for
freedom.
According to a special article to the
Guardian, all signs are that discreet imperialist support is already in the pipeline for a Namibia under continuing South
Africa domination. The multi-national mining corporations currently milkin3 Namibian
natural resources show no signs of pulling
out with the instution of a UDI. On the
contrary, vast new corporate investment are
planned, and West Germany even has government credits earmarked for a DIA victory"
But the DIA and Pretoria are likely to find
their path strewn with difficulties. Recent military action by SWAPO fighters indicates the guerillas are now more numerous
and better trained and equipped than ever.
SWAPO, Nujoma noted last week," that the
liberation Movement has its own program
for liberating Namibia, and that is through
the armed struggle. At the same time we
support all genuine efforts towards a negotiated settlement in Namibia", SWAPO, Nujoma added, would" crush the puppet re:gime", which had declared its (DDI) "Unilateral Declaration for Independence" in
conjunction with apartheid's larger scheme
for the region.

SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT BUYS
INFLUNCE IN THE U.S., CALIFORNIA

Pieter W. Sotho

Cornelius P. Mulder

Eschel M, Rhoodie

AP photos

The expos,ure of a secret propaganda' fund
of an estimated $80 mi I I ion has created a
Watergate-type scandal within~the South African government. In the midst of an uproar of
charges, investigations, resignations and
threats of press censorship, a steady trickle
of information has emerged showing the extent
of the South African rul ing cl ique'$, efforts
to swing world opinion in favor of South
Africa and apartheid.
Much of the information has come from
Eschel Rhoodie, who was in charge of administering the fund within South Africa's Department of Information. Others directly
involved were Rhoodie's boss, Connie Mulder,
and Gen. Hendrik Van den Bergh, head of the
South African secret service (BOSS).
Rhoodiets revelatio~s show a lavish and desperate attempt to buy public opinion and
friends by any means necessary, with special
priority given to the U.S. and Cal ifornia.
The means included buying newspapers and TV
stations, making pol itical campaign contributions, wining and dining businessmen and
pol iticians, providing free trips to South
Africa, and engaging the services of publ ic
relations agencies in the U.S.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO CALIFORNIA
According to Anthony Sampson in the
Washington Post, March 25th: "The South,
Africans gave special attention to Cal ifornia_
and devised a wide-ranging Cal ifornia Pro-

gram' to offset the attacks on apartheid and
to press South African interests. They recruited a black pol itical organizer, Donald
Johnson, who was friendly with Ambassador
'Pik' Botha (now foreign minister). The
South African Information Office in Los
Angeles was an Important center of activity
in encourag f.rig black support."
Rhoodie says that the South Africans
contributed nearly $150,000 in 1976 to the
campaign to help unseat 'Senator John Tunney
of Cal ifornia, a sharp critic of American
help to South Africa in,Angola. Tunney was
defeated by S. I. Hayakawa.
Buying newspapers was a favorite tactic.
The Sacramento Union was purchased in 1974 by
Michigan rightwing newspaper publ isher John
McGoff with South African financial backing.
The Union is the oldest newspaper in Cal ifornia and is the second largest paper in our
state's capital city. The Union promotes a
strong pro-South Africa viewpoint.
There are reports of attempts to cozy up
to aides of Governor Brown and possibly even
support Brown's Presidential campaign. Money
was also put into purchasing a San Francisco
TV stat ion. It seems, however, that the money went to a front-man who bought a smal I
cable TV operation which never became very
large and went out of business in a short
amount of time.
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OTHER U.S. CONNECTIONS
Other investments in propping up South
Africa's sagging image in the U.S.:
I. Contributions of about ~240,000 to
the 1978 campaign which successfully opposed
re-election of Senator Dick Clark of Iowa.
Clark was chairman of the Senate Africa subcommittee and one of South Africa's strongest
and most influential critics. He claimed his
defeat was largel¥' due .to the work of the
anti-abortion lobby in Iowa. whose financial
backing is currently being investigated by
the Federal Electoral Commission. We don't
know if this means·th~ South Africans contributed to the anti-abor~ion lobby. But they
are certainly not above such manipulations.
•
2. $1 1.5 mi I I ion furnished to publ isher
John McGoff as financial backing for a bid
to buy the Washington Star, a major Washington, D.C. newspaper. McGoff was not successful in his bid, though.
3. Contributions of nearly $20,000 to
Carter's Democratic nomination campaign in
New York State in 1976.

4. $120,000 paid to several trade
unionists in 197\ to dissuade them from joining in the week of action against South Afri~
ca planned by the International Federation of
Trade Unions.

5. Financing of two major investment
conferences for businessmen encouraging investment in South Africa. Former President
Gerald Ford was paid $10,000 to speak at one
of these conferences--the largest fee he has
ever received for a single speaking engagement. A quote from his speech was used in an
ad in Bus i ness Week: "Afr ica wi I I loom ever
larger in our I ives for the rest of this
centory. The Soviet Union is waging an undeclared war, the resources war. ... If the
riches of Africa are denied us, not only
industry but our whole society wi II suffer."
6. Paid over $1 mi I I ion to Sydney S.
Baron, Inc., a New York publ ic relations firm,
to promote South Africa through advertising
and other means in the U.S. And this is
just the biggest of the publ ic relations
accounts. As many as twenty other companies
have represented South Africa in the U.S.
7. Offered financial backing to a New
York dai Iy newspaper, The Trib. The Trib was
a new newpaper which survived only two months
in early 1978. The publ isher said the South
Africa offer was refused because it would
have required'rel inquishing of control of the
paper.

8. Expense-paid trips to South Africa
were provided for influential U.S. pol iticians
and businessman, including one by private jet
for John Connally.
SPENDING ABROAD AND AT HOME
Use of the fund was not I imited to the
U.S., nor even to foreign countries. An estimated half of the total fund was used to
finance an Engl ish-language newspaper within
South africa favorable to government policy-an attempt to rival the Rand Dai Iy Mai I, a
widely-read opposition newspaper. Money
was given to a rival organization in an
attempt to destroy or discredit the World
Counci I of Churches. Money was spent in
Britain and Hoi land to spy on, undermine, and
create propaganda against anti-apartheid
groups. Simi lar campaigns went on in Europe,
South America and Japan.
If you think of South Africa as one
of those far away places having I ittle to
do with us and I ife in Cal ifornia, you should
think again. Not only are Cal ifornia and U.S.
banks and corporations sti I I investing in
South Africa and thereby prolonging the misery
of apartheid for mil I ions of African people.
But South Africa in turn is using every means
possible to insure people friendly to their
government are in positions of power in the
U.S.
What is most disturbing is that these
revelations are only a part of the whole
scheme. Rhoodie has said that at least 60
of his "projects" were approved and are sti I I
being carried out by the current government.
Earl ier this year reporter Anthony Sampson
wrote: "But Rhoodie. had much more ambitious
schemes in Cal ifornia, which remain undisclosed: 'They were mind-boggling,' one of his ex-'
col leagues told me: 'if they were revealed,
they would wreck South African-American relati ons .•,,,
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Africa Women in the Reserve

...

In the Febo-March issue of the SASe
newsletter, we examined the position of black
women in apartheid South Africa. We saw how
the pass laws, the migrant labor system and
forced removals by the apartheid government
deeply affected the daily lives of black women. This article will take a brief look at
the problems of African women living in the
i'homelands "- the reserves.
There are 4 million women living in the
reserves. The women living on the reserves
have no other place where they can legally
live. For over 10 years, the policies of
the white minority government have stopped
black women from lawfully living in the
cities and urban areas, unless they are in
the labor forcee The majority of women living in the resettlement areas- the reserveshave been forcibly moved there by the apartheid government as part of the government's
action to "clear up the black spots" in
urban areas o These women have been torn
away from their homes and have been virtually
dumped by the government onto desolate areas
of land, without adequate shelter, family,
or friends.
It is impossible 'to know the tragedies
that these women have endured and the suffering that they experience every day. Being
moved to the reserves means poverty and starvation for the women and children who exist
there. The reserves have neither jobs or
land for those who need both to survive.
There is a tremendous shortage of farmable

~~
land in the reserves and many families without husbands are doomed to malnutrition
because the authorities refuse to allocate
land to women.
By law, al10~ents of land are to be
made to any married person or to an "official" citizen of a particular reserve. Unmarried women, with or without children,
are outright refused land and widows usually
receive half of the allocation made to men.
Although women do most of the work in the
fields, the administration insists they are
less productiveo This attitude causes great
hardships to these women and encourages bitter
competition between indvridua1 men and women
for a small piece of arid land. Passed over
in favor of men with families, many women
can not sUPP9rt their children. The conmlini·
ties found in the reserves are made up of
largely w~en and children, the aged and the
sick- people whom the governmen~ has labeled
as "unproductive appendages". It is a
fortunate woman who has a small tract of
land and a husband working in the cities.
Most women in the reserves are not so lucky,
however
An African woman writes this of the
reserves:
"It is the tragic story of thousands of
young women who are widows long before
they reach the age of 30, young married
women who have never been mothers, young
women whose lives have been one long song
of sorrow- burying one baby after another
0
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Ugandans, providing arms, etc. But the
majority of the ~ighting was carried out by
the Uganda National Liberation Front(UNLF) .•
The UNLF was formed at the Moshi-Conference,
in Moshi, Tanzania, sponsored by Tanzania's
President Julius Nyerere. The conference,
held March 23-26, was attended by political
representatives ranging from Monarchists to
Marxists. Eighteen anti-Amin groups were
present at the conference, groups who agreed
to help prepare for reconstruction.
Yusufu Lule, former principal of Uganda's
once-prestigious Makerere University College,
and former secretary-general of the Association of African Universities (based in Accra,
Ghana)~ is presently chairperson of the executive ct>uncil of the UNLF, which consists of
11 member organizations.
Milton Obote, former president of Uganda,
has also been active in the movements taking
place in Uganda. Obote claims the support of
the majority of the guerilla forces inside
Uganda, the National Revolt. Yoweri Musevani,
(Next: African Women in the Towns)
a Marxis t who trained with FRELIMJ (Mozambique' s,
liberation movement) is considered as one of
the most significant elements in the National
Revolt.
The first statements of the UNLF emphasized
the importance of resolving the contradictions
in Uganda -and has promised no persecution of
supporters of the earlier government.
We will have to wait to see what
The discredited and unacceptable regime of
develops
in Uganda.
Field Marshall Idi Amin Dada has finally completely collapsed. The disloyal and fed-up
army of Amin ( many 6f whom joined the rebels'
side), including the few Liberian, Sudanese
and reactionary Palestinian' reinforcements,
were not able to keep the regime afloat
The revolution in Uganda was actually
long overdue. The last stronghold of Amin
was taken over during the 20-2lst of April.

and lastly burying the husband- that lover
she has never known as husband and father.
To them, both men and women, adulthood
means the end of life; it means 10ne1iness,
sorrow, tears and death; it means a life
without a future because there i~ no present ."
Added to the extreme shortage of land,
there are few jobs for wome& in the reserves.
The small number of women who do work have
jobs as domestics or laborers on nearby
white farms. The lack of jobs and land
leads to extreme poverty, sickness and
death. Deaths from starvation, especially
among children, are very high. The women
on the reserves live a life of hopelessness-- and there is no way out. They
are weakened by malnutrition due to the lack
of land and jobs and there is nowhere else
they can legally go. The cause of all this?
Official government policy.

UGANDA UPDATE
Idi Amin on the run

Who Carried Out the Struggle Against Amin?
The Western Press has made it appear that
.the war was fought by Tanzania alone. This
was an attempt to qualifv Amin for foreign
aid and to discredit the progressive government of Tanzania.
In reality, the struggle for the overthrow
of Amin was carried out by a large group of
Uganda's exiles and forces within the country
who have been in opposition to Amin since the
Israel and U.S. backed coup in 1971 put Amin
in power.
It is true that Tanzania has played an
important role in supporting the liberation
forces of Uganda by giving certain logistical support, such as the training of exiled
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Many Ugandan army regulars are refusing to go into action against
the opposition forces. / To the Point International

NEWS BRIEFS

buy one piece of chalk that could educate hundreds of children."

SOUTHERN AFRICA LIBERATION WEEK A HUGE SUCCESS

The comrades also point@d to the U.S.
governments role in supporting the Smith
regime. At the program, more funds were
collected for ZANU P.F. and literature distributed on the current situation in Zimbabwe
and Southern Africa as a whole.

Southern Africa Liberation Week,
April 4-11, endorsed by the U.N. and
the liberation forces in Southern Africa.
was a successful week of activity. In
the L.pt. area, the Southern Africa Coalition ( Southern Calif. region) sponsored
the fo110win~ activities:
1. The holding of Billboards
2. A reception for ZANU (Patriotic Front)
3. A picket of Sen. Hayakawa's office
4. Community educationa1s
5. Press confereaces and radio shows

RAul\) SHOWS
On Friday, April 7, several radio shows
held programs in which various questions on
t~e current situation in Zimbabwe was addressed.
US support for Ian Smith and the revolutionary upsurge of the Zimbabwe p~ople's resistance against colonialism, imperialism and all
other oppression.
Various actions for Southern Africa
Liberation Week took place in various parts
of the country, including the Southern Africa
Coalition (Bay Area Region)

BTI.L BOARDS
On Wednesday April 4, the action started
with the holding up of billboards at various
freeway off-ramps in the LA County area.

PROTEST PiCKET AGAINST RHODESIAN GOV. BOMBING
AND RHODESIAN PHONY ELECTIONS
On April 20, another fo~low-up picket was
held out in front of Sen. hayakawa's office
as wll as in other parts of the country.
PICKETS
At Hayakawa's office, there was about 25On Friday April 6 at 11:30, a picket and
30 people in attendance for a picket line
press conference was held out in front of Sen. which took place at 4:00 and lasted until
I. Hayakawa's office. Sen. Hayakawa, along
6:00. In addition to the chants, speeches
with Sen. Jesse Helms, have been representing were given by members in the Ad- Hoc Comthe US role in giving support for the racist
mittee, 5 groups that organized the emergency
Rhodesian government.
picket in less than 4 days.
Altogether there was about 50 people at the
picket line chanting- No Phony Elections in
FRENCH DUB: French sports authorities, faRhodesia- Maintain the Rhodesian Embargo- Expand
cing the threat of expulsion from the Olymto South Africa- Victory to the Freedom Fighters.
pics because of contacts with South Africa,
have
recently canceled a women's golf tour
PRESS CONFERENCE
of
that
nation. Cancellation of the tour
The press conference received good coverage
by
a
six,..member
team came"at the recommenfrom LA's radio and television stations.Channe1s
dation
of
the
French
government," according
2 and 13 broadcasted the conference on its
to
Claude
Roger
Cartier,
secretary of the
nightly news.
French Golf Federation. Cartier added: "We
would not have wanted France to be excluded
REGFPTION FOR ZANU (PF)
from the Moscow Olympics over six golfers."
At 6:3o-Friday evening, a reception was held
for the comrades from ZANU P.P. : Justin Ny.oka
AFRICA NEWS-MAY 4, 1979
and Tirivafi Kangai. This activity raised
XII, Number 16
Volume
$800.00 and was attended by 80 people.
COMMUNITY EDUCATIONALS
An educational program was held Saturday,
April 7 at Ward AME ~hurch and was attended by
80 people.
The comrades spoke about the present intensification of the liberation forces' struggle
against the racist Ian Smith's government, and
the need for the US people to support the just"
struggle of Zimbabwean people. '~ne dime could

'SOWETO ELEVEN' CONVICTED: The black student leaders known as the 'Soweto Eleven'
were found guilty of sedition last week in
what is considered by many a landmark decision by the South African courts. In convicting the students on charges connected
with the 1976 Soweto uprising, the presiding judge ruled that the essense of the
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Black Consciousness Movement requires confrontation with the government and is
therefore seditious. He said manifestations
of Black Consciousness sympathies such as
the black power salute and memorials for
those who have died in previous disturbances are likewise illegal. (AN)
AFRICA NEWS - MAY 11, 1979
Volume XII, Number 17

IRE
Following recent events, it is clear
that the International Monetary Fund (IMP)
is having consistent problems in their
attempt to control the Zaire economy. President Mobuto Sese Seko and his confidents
were quick to agree to political and economic reforms to obtain major aid, but are
now failing to implement these reforms.
One 'of the major areas of concern is
the customs department. Zaire has continually allowed abuses in this area. With
the control of these abuses Zaire stands
to gain double its custom receipts, easily
millions of dollars. The IMP plan called
for the importation of Belgians to enforce
custom control. However, the Zairians are
not agreeable to conditions set forth by
the Belgian Technical Assistance Team.
The Belgians in response have refused to
send any custom officers unless they can
exercise complete control. The end result
is that the plan to send 30 to 35 Belgian
customs officers has now been postponed
and abuses in the customs department continue.
Another part of the IMF plan was to
maintain budgetary control. The United
Nations Development Programme recruited
for this task former assistant secretary
of state of the Turkish ministry of finanace, Ismain Hakke Battuck. However, the
signature of the contract has been delayed
by the Zairians. Controlling government
expenses, including that of Mobuto's office is one monumental task that Battuck
would inherit. Since no contract has been
signed, there still is no control, and government expenditures continue to accelerate.
Control of the Central Bank and credit
allocations was another important area the
IMF wants to secure. The efforts in this
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area have been frustrated by continued
graft and corruption. For example, the
Central Bank allocated $22m to a number of
major companies for emergency requirements.
When the list of companies were published,
it was found that most of the companies on
the list received less than $500,000, but
Bena Zaire, a company in which the governor
of the bank, Bofossa, is a major shareholder received $2,580,000. Bofossa has since
'been switched to the finance ministry.
In Southern Africa Newsletter,
we spoke of the now famous list
of Fifty. Fifty companies, among them
Mobuto uncle and strongest political allies, were told by Blumenthal, the IMP
watchdog, that they were to have no more
credit available until they had "rehabilitated" and repayed foreign exchange
debts. But now, 20 companies have been
given credit allowances through letters
from Bofossa; another 12 are under consideration, a number have been removed
from the list for political reasons and
others based on assurances that they will
make payments.
To compound the problems of monetary
controls in Zaire, tradespeople are now
hoarding money in their stores and homes,
refusing to place it in Zaire banks, for
fear of accounts being blocked or limited. The circulation of money is greatly
impaired by this practice.
Washington's planned $15Om allocation
to Zaire for 'stabilization' has been delayed because the Zaire Legislature has n
not completed its 1979 budget. The latest
budget submitted to the legistature included a projected budget deficit of over
$400m. In addition~ the legislature, anxions to exert new-found power has been
debating budget proposals for each department for the past month.
To add to the seemingly neverending
problems of the IMP, Luku~a, DirectorGeneral of SOZACOM, Zaire's state metal
marketing company; and Bokama, state commissioner for central planning were involved in a 200 ton cobalt deal that culminated in 100% profit. The amount of the
pr~fit resulted in $8m, $4m of which was
used to purchase 50 buses and the remaining $4m has 'disappeared'. The deal totally by-passed the Zaire Central Bank and of
course the IMP executives are furious.
Without much sign of improvement, economic'
corruption continues.
A recent study shows that malnutrition is greater in some areas than in the
SAHEL drought of 1974. Imported and 10-

cally grown foods are expensive and rare.
One of the largest contributers to this
problem has been the devaluation of the
Zairian masses has been drastically diminished. For example, A sack of Cassava, to
feed a family of five for one month, cost
30 Zaires- the entire monthly salary of an
average worker. Aid is needed, but assurance that the aid would be properly channeled is presently not certain.
The most recent example of corruption
in food distribution was evident at the
,end of February when university students
in Kinshasa protested because of the lack
of food and water. The Zairian army, under the orders of Lt.-Colonel Bolozi, a
ruthless leader, was called out and the
students were fired on, leaving several
wounded and one had his leg amputated.
Mobuto's appearance eventually lead to pacification but the doubt of whether the
administrators will honestly keep the students fed still lingers. Due to the concessions made ~o the students at the university, it is suspected that protests in
other areas could break. Mobuto is obviously aware of this and arranged with
Belgium to get a company of 250 Belgian
paratroopers at Kitona military air base
in Bas Zaire province.
We will have more on Zaire and its
slow ascent to pre-revolutionary conditions in our next issue, but there are
several things that should become clear to
us all. When we look at Africa as a whole
countries like Zaire in particular, we see
the possibilities of armed struggle becomiag more and more realistic. Mobutu is
clearly ~ puppet of the Western powers and
they are increasing their control of Zaire
daily. Most recent events bear this out,
Belgian soldiers, Turkish finance ministers, Austrian bankers, Belgian custom
officers, etc. In the years Mobutu has
been president, he has not established
African hegemony over the country that
sits in the heart of the continent. Truly
he has no right to power and should be dethroned. The conditions that prevail in
Zaire today are not ending immediately, a
and the masses in Zaire will respond accordingly. AMANDALA.

S.A.S.C. Principles of Unity
The Southern Africa Support Committee has recently co~pleted its'
Principles Of Unity. They are as
follows:
1) We oppose apartheid in Southern
Africa and racism in the United
States and see them as a common
enemy of the peoples of the
United States and Southern Africa.
2) We oppose all United States economic, political and military
ties or intervention, direct or
indirect, in South Africa, Zimbabwe and" Namibia which supports
and strengthens the power of the
white minority government.
3) We support the right of selfdetermination for the peoples of
South Africa, Zimbabwe and Namibia and seek to build support for
the genuine national liberation
movements now fighting for the
liberation of these countries.
~)

We give critical support to the
newly independent Peoples' Republic of Angola, Mozambique and
Guinea-Bissau and oppose any external attack or intervention in
their internal affairs.

5) We see building a mass movement
in the United States against all
forms of oppression and exploitation as the surest support for
the liberation movements in Southern Af~ica and elsewhere. As one
step in this process, we seek to
promote labor support in the United States for the Black Trade
Unions of the apartheid states.
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OUNCEMENTS
BOOKS AVAILABLE
The Southern Africa Support Committee now has books and
posters for sale on the different liberation struggles in
Southern Africa.
FUNDS NEEDED
In order to continue our educational work around the
struggles in Africa, the Southern Africa Support Committee
is in need of funds. This newsletter needs your support!
We also need people to help type, layout, and write articles.
WANTED - CRITICISM OF NEWSLETTER
We are constantly striving to improve our newsletter.
If you have any suggestions, criticisms, or general comments,
call us at (213) 684-1892. We welcome any comments from our
readers~~~

Postage and other expenses have gone up to the point that our old
subscription price doesn't meet our expense. So we have to succumb
to inflation and raise the subscription price to $4.00. This barely
covers printing and postage, so if you can afford a larger contribution to support S.A.S.C., we'd always appreciate it~

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL: 684-1892 - 577-0643

Subscribe
OW!
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FOR $4.00 PER YEAR YOU CAN RECEIVE A
NEWSLETTER EVERY OTHER MONTH. SEND
NAME, ADDRESS, AND PHONE TO THE SOUTHERN AFRICA SUPPORT COMMITTEE, P.O. BOX
3453 PASADENA, CA. 91103.
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